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Schweitzer Fachinformationen and Writefull join forces in DACH and 
BENELUX 
 
Munich, 22th April 2021. Schweitzer Fachinformationen and Writefull, a subsidiary company of the 

technology corporation Digital Science, began their strategical partnership in April 2021. For the first time 

Schweitzer Fachinformationen offers a solution provided by Writefull for the domain of libraries belonging 

to DACH and BENELUX. 

 

The new partnership of Schweitzer Fachinformationen and Writefull makes it possible to get tool based on artificial 

intelligence to improve academic writing in english language. Writefull offers an automatic language check product, 

perfectly fitted for the needs of academic institutions and liberies. The program supports in all essential areas of 

improvement of text quality in academic works. It points out flawed use of language directly in the text and gives 

suggestions of improved phrases. The underlying database of the tool was trained on millions of journal articles. 

Therefore grammar, language and punctuation of students‘ homework or a scientific paper at the academic instition 

can be improved by ensuring maximum of quality. 

 

“Thanks to Writefull, coverage and influence of academic research in DACH and BENELUX will improve and expand 

tremendously. With this exceptional technical solution we are very pleased to offer new possibilities for students and 

scientists at universities and research institutions in DACH and BENELUX”, explains Philipp Neie, CEO of Schweitzer 

Fachinformationen. 

 

“Writefull guides students and researcher with eloquent academic English throughout the whole process of writing 

texts. Beginning with papers of students over to research papers as well as research proposals and technical reports 

for scientists and lecturers. We are looking forward to the benefit of Writefull in institutes of DACH and BENELUX, 

made possible through working together with Schweitzer Fachinformationen”, Dr. Igor Osipov, in charge of Global 

Engagement, Academic & Enterprise at Writefull, underlines. 

 

About Writefull 

Writefull helps students and researchers with their academic English writing by giving deep and comprehensive 

language feedback. It uses AI-based algorithms that have been trained on millions of published papers. Thanks to 

this, Writefull's feedback is uniquely tailored to scientific & academic writing. Our institutional license offers access to 

a full suite of tools, including a Word add-in, an Overleaf extension, and web-based Writefull Revise and Writefull 

Cite, which help improve the text at the final stages and review and find missing citations and references based on 

semantics of the text. Writefull is there to assist students and researchers to write more accurately and confidently, 

and to get their outputs published in the best journals. Writefull also serves some of the world’s largest 

publishers.www.writefull.com 

 

About Schweitzer Fachinformationen 

When it comes to professional knowledge, Schweitzer Fachinformationen leads the way! Corporate, legal, statutory, 

and government clients as  well as research, educational, and special libraries are provided with complete solutions 

for the procurement,  administration and easy access to knowledge products. Our extensive service offers you a 

modular combinable and  software managed process which allows you to access and administer your sources 
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comfortably. Our customers  thrive on a complete e-procurement environment including our integrated services. 

Combined with consulting we  allow ourselves to be your platform for your knowledge needs. We are locally present 

in 24 cities and employ over  600 information professionals. www.schweitzer-online.de 
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